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Simple Past Tense is used to talk about the things or actions that happened at a
specific time in the past.
Past Continuous Tense is used to express an action which began in the past and is
still going on at the time of speaking.
Punctuation – Comma :- A comma means a short pause and it is also used to
separate a list of items, adjectives or naming words.
I

Write the past tense of the following words :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

buy ___________
have __________
hear __________
eat ___________
dry ___________

6. drink __________
7. put __________
8. open __________
9. get __________
10. speak __________

II Change the following sentences into Simple Past Tense:
1. The wind blows furiously.
The wind _______________ furiously.
2. She sings sweetly.
She _____________ sweetly.
3. The news hit the headlines.
The news __________ the headlines.
4. Joseph knows all the answers.
Joseph _________ all the answers.
5. Mother peels the vegetables.
Mother ___________ the vegetables.
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III Rewrite the following sentences using the correct punctuation:(capital
letter/fullstop/comma )
1. an old man a small kid and their pet dog used to live in a small wooden
house
_____________________________________________________________
2. they had food clothes and lamps but they were not happy
_____________________________________________________________
3. pink yellow and purple are my favourite colours
_____________________________________________________________
4. every human being needs food water air and sleep to stay healthy
_____________________________________________________________
IV Change the underlined words into past continuous tense and rewrite the
sentences.
1. He is playing chess with his friend.
_____________________________________________________________
2. We are waiting for his call.
___________________________________________________________
3. The Headmaster is speaking to Arun.
_____________________________________________________________
4. You are performing very well.
_____________________________________________________________
V Rewrite the jumbled words.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

loncyab
uthd
nnamers
stacle
noeuhg

- ______________
- ______________
-_______________
- _______________
- _______________
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